For strangers visiting ancient Egypt, one of the most striking aspects of the native religion was the worship of sacred animals. Some believed that this cult contained a deep symbolism,l but most were inclined to mock. An example of this is the well-known passage in Juvenal's satires (Sat. 15). There is also an interesting text in Clement of Alexandria's Paedagogus, in which he compares women, who dress with great attention to their external appearance, but neglect their inner selves, and the Egyptian temples: 2 Their propylaea and outside courtyards, their sacred woods and meadows are adorned, and the inner courts are surrounded by very many pillars. The walls shine with stones from foreign parts, and in no way are they backward in the techniques of writing. The temples sparkle with gold, silver and mat gold and flash with coloured stones from India and Ethiopia. The sanctuaries are overshadowed by cloths studded with gold. If, however, you enter the interior of the enclosure, hastening towards the sight of the almighty, and look for the statue residing in the temple and if a pastophoros or another celebrant, after having solemnly looked round the sanctuary, singing a song in the language of the Egyptians, draws back the curtain a little to show the god, he will make us laugh aloud about the object of worship. For we shall not find the god for whom we have been looking inside, the god towards whom we have hastened, but a cat or a crocodile or a native snake or a similar animal, which should not be in a temple, but in a cleft or a den or on a dung heap. The god of the Egyptians appears on a purple couch as a wallowing animal'.
The Egyptians, however, were extremely serious in their cult of animals. This fact was discovered by a Roman who had been so unfortunate to kill a cat and had to pay for this with his own life. 3 According to Herodotus (2.65), anyone who killed, even unintentionally, an ibis or a falcon had to die. 4 In the later period especially, the Egyptians attached a great deal of importance to their worship of animals, possibly as a form of resistance to foreign rulers. 5 One of these animals was the ibis. Like the baboon, this bird was associated with the god Thoth. 6 There are four possible ways of obtaining more precise information about the cult of the ibis in the Graeco-Roman period. The archaeological finds can be examined, the Egyptian and especially the Demotic texts can be analyzed, the data contained in Greek papyri or ostraca can be investigated or texts concerned with this cult in
